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Glass City GT Pre-game and deployment rules 

1. Take note: of the deployment map, and any mission specific changes to the standard pregame 

procedure. These procedures are listed with an “#a” in the mission specifics. For example,” 3a” in the 

mission description would change how # 3 would be enacted during pregame. Also note that each round 

is listed as 3 hours in the schedule, the intention is to allow players at the maximum twenty minutes for 

pregame things. If a table does take more than the 20 minutes to conduct pregame procedures, they 

will not be awarded additional time. A hard dice down at the end of time will be enforced. If you notice 

slow play or believe slow play is occurring, it is your responsibility to notify a judge. When dice down is 

called you will be required to score your game immediately. 

2. Terrain setup/objective placement: Place the terrain on the table. Roll off to determine who will 

place the first piece of terrain. The person who wins the first piece of terrain roll will also place the 

first objective marker unless there is a specified placement for objectives. Terrain is limited to 

outside of 4” of any table edge and 4” of any other terrain piece. Objective markers are restricted to 

6” from any table edge and 12” from another objective. Specific missions may influence the objective 

deployment. 

3. Generate Pre-game abilities: Determine pre-game abilities, warlord traits, psychic powers, demon 

stuff, etc. If your opponent has a lord of war, you may opt to roll on the escalation table for warlord 

trait. 

4. Set maelstrom deck: At this time set your maelstrom deck as per event rules 

5. Night Fight:  if either player would like the option for night fight, roll for it at this time. If both 

players agree (and no warlord trait states otherwise) that they would not like it, there is no need to 

roll. 

6. Deployment zones: Players should roll off to determine deployment zones 

7. Deploy forces: Players roll off to determine who deploys first. The winner of this roll can choose who 

deploys first. As per the rules the player who deploys first can choose to go first or second. 

8. Deploy infiltrators: follow the BRB rules or specific army rules in regards to infiltrators. 

9. First turn: The player who deploys first can choose to have first or second turn. If they decide to 

take the first turn, their opponent can attempt to seize the advantage. When seizing if your opponent 

has a lord of war and the seizing player does not, they receive +1 to the roll. 

10. Seize the advantage: Like the normal seize the initiative roll this will normally occur only on a 6. 

However, the player who deployed first declares who will take top of turn. If you are given the top of 

turn you can seize and force your opponent to take top, or if you are given bottom of the turn you can 

seize and force your opponent to take bottom. 

11. Scout moves: conduct scout moves 

12. Begin your game: Exchange pleasantries, shake hands, mumble obscenities, whatever you need to do 

and start play! Most of all have fun. 



 

 

Other rules 

1. Setting your tactical Deck: Each round using maelstrom objectives will require you to create your 

maelstrom deck. This consists of choosing all maelstrom cards from the 20s (21-26) and fifteen (15) 

cards of your choice from the rest of the standard maelstrom deck for your faction. This will build a 

deck of 21 cards that you will use during the game.  

2. Tactical objectives: Will be used in some missions during the tournament. Tactical objectives that 

cannot normally be achieved or becomes unable to be achieved (no more flyers left for the destroy a 

flyer card) in the duration of the game may be discarded. A player may opt during a turn which they 

scored NO objectives to discard all of their objectives. Any tactical objective awarding a random 

amount (D3) awards 2 instead. You will always draw one card on the first turn. Cards will be scored at 

the end of the player turn before discarding any cards. 

3. Each maelstrom mission will use:  Variable game length, Night fight, Mysterious objectives, and 

reserves 

4. All missions will use: Variable game length, night fight, reserves 

5. Tabling your opponent: If you table your opponent, or they concede, you automatically win all primary 

objectives. Secondary and tertiary objectives are scored as normal. You will also receive a bonus 5 

points to your score up to the usual max for tabling your opponent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Glass City GT Mission Clarification Page 

Primary mission objectives 

- Kill Points 
o Each unit completely destroyed is worth 1 point toward claiming this objective, unless stated otherwise in the 

mission. Any units falling back or in ongoing reserve at the end of the game are considered destroyed for this 

objective.  

- Table corners 

o Table corners are the areas 36” x 24” in each corner of the table. These are controlled by unit count. Any single unit 

counts as 1, and any objective secure unit counts as 2. Total the unit count in each quarter and determine control. 

Units must be entirely in the corner to control or contest. 

- Deployment zone contest 

o This objective is counted exactly like board corners, except is only counted in regards to the players (both) 

deployment zones. Units must be entirely within the deployment zone to control or contest. 

- Objectives 

o Objectives are controlled or contested as per the rules in the BRB or as per specific codex rules that alter 

the BRB rules for objectives. 

o The relic can only move 6” in any phase. A unit cannot run with the relic. A unit falling back will drop the 

relic as per rules in the BRB.  

 

 

 

Maelstrom Missions 

- Your maelstrom deck will be composed of all the 20’s (21,22,23 etc) and 15 cards of your choice. These must be chosen from your army’s 

specific cards and may not use any deck besides the base set or faction specific set. 

- Every type of maelstrom will draw one card on turn one and then follow the mission specific rules for the rest of the game. Cards are drawn 

at the beginning of the turn. 

- Standard 

o Players will draw maelstrom objectives for every turn past the first totaling three (3) active cards. No cards are to be drawn 

during turn 6 or turn 7 

- Escalation 

o Players will draw up to the current turn number every turn past the first, totaling 2 on turn 2, 3 on turn 3, etc. No cards are to be 

drawn during turn 6 or 7 

- Reverse escalation 

o Players will draw up to seven (7) minus the current turn number for every turn after the first turn, totaling 5 on turn 2, 4 on turn 

3, etc. No cards are to be drawn during turn 6 or 7. 

- Maelstrom limit 

o Every game is limited to a total of 11 points earned in maelstrom, unless the mission states otherwise. 

- Maelstrom Discard 

o Every turn after scoring you are allowed to discard one card. IF you scored no cards during your turn, you may 

instead opt to discard your entire hand. 

 



 

Progressive missions 

- Some missions will have progressive objectives instead of maelstrom as the secondary objective. 

- These objectives will be scored at the start of the player turn starting turn 2. 

Tertiary Missions 

- Each mission has outlined the specific tertiary missions for each round. 

Scoring 

- Round scores will be determined as follows: 

o Total your primary, secondary, and tertiary totals, this is your round score 

o Your opponent and you compare round scores 

o Subtract the lower score from the higher score, creating the differential score for the round 

o The higher scoring player will add the differential score to a base score of 25 creating their total, 

this score may not exceed 50 

o The lower scoring player will subtract the differential score from the base score of 25 Creating 

their total for the round, this score may not be below 0.  

o Transfer these scores to the score sheets and then take them up to the judge together with the 

scores initialed by your opponent. 

Sportsmanship 

- Write down all opponents you play on the sportsmanship sheet. You will score these opponents from 5 

to 1, using each number only once. A 5 represents the best game you had, a 1 represents of all your 

games this was the worst, this does not mean it was bad, just the worst of all 5 games. 



 Glass City Grand tournament  

Tournament Scoring 
Category Points Total 

Battle points 5 games 50 points 

available each game 

250 

 

Painting 35 possible points 

 

35 

(30 points are available 

to all armies, up to 5 

additional points to the 

top 5 painted armies) 

 

Sportsmanship 25 possible points 25 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Glass City Grand tournament  

Into the Fray: Mission 1 
*******Read the entire scenario before starting pre-game******* 

 

Deployment: Players roll off, winner chooses either 

deployment map type (hammer and anvil, vanguard, or 

dawn of war), or deployment zone. The other player 

chooses whichever the winner does not. 

 

Follow all pregame rules outlined in the tournament 

packet. There are no modifications on this mission. 

 

Primary Mission: Your forces have been deployed 

to disrupt enemy troop movements and command. Your 

missions are as follows. 

- Table Corners: Each board corner is worth 5 

points toward this objective. A contested board corner 

is worth 3 to both players. The highest unit count 

controls the quarter. A unit must be entirely in the 

corner to contribute control. When claiming a board 

corner an objective secured unit counts as 2 units for 

determining who has control.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Secondary Mission: Maelstrom  

Escalation style maelstrom: a player will 

draw 1 card on turn 1 and is able to be scored at the end 

of the turn. Escalation style is draw cards equal to the 

turn number. No cards will be drawn after turn 5. 

A player’s maelstrom deck will be created following the 

rules set forth in the tournament packet. 

Lord of war: For every 3 HP or wounds to a 

gargantuan or super heavy you will gain +1 point. These 

points are added to the secondary total. 

 

Tertiary missions:  

Slay the warlord: Score 1 point for removing 

your opponent’s warlord 

Last Laugh: Score 1 point for the last unit being 

destroyed by your forces. 

First Blood: Score 1 point for the first unit being 

destroyed by your forces. 

In game Scoring P1: P2: 

P: Table corners   

S: Maelstrom   

T: Slay the warlord   

T: Last laugh   

T: First blood   

Total:   

 

Game score: 

Primary 5, max 20 

Secondary, max 11   

Tertiary, max 3  

Transfer final scores to score sheet. 



Glass City Grand tournament  

Opportunity Knocks: Mission 2 
Deployment Map 

Deployment: Players roll off, winner chooses either 

deployment map type (hammer and anvil, vanguard, or 

dawn of war), or deployment zone. The other player 

chooses whichever the winner does not. 

 

#2a when placing objectives numbers 1 through 4 must 

be placed in the deployment zones, 5 and 6 may be 

placed anywhere. 

 

Follow all pregame rules outlined in the tournament 

packet. 

 

Primary Mission: As your conflict has extended 

you find yourself with an opportunity you have detected 

your enemy a good distance away, now is the time to 

strike and disrupt their encampment. 

 

- Deployment zone control: Each deployment 

zone objective is worth 5 points towards this mission. A 

contested objective is worth 3 to both players. These 

are scored at the end of the game. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Secondary Mission: Maelstrom  

Reverse Escalation style maelstrom: A player 

will draw 1 card on turn 1 and it is able to be scored. 

Starting turn 2 players will draw 7 – turn #. (5 turn 2, 4 

turn 3… etc.) No cards will be drawn after turn 5. 

A player’s maelstrom deck will be created following the 

rules set forth in the tournament packet. 

Lord of war: For every 3 HP or wounds to a 

gargantuan or super heavy you will gain +1 point 

 

Tertiary missions:  

Hardened troops: Score 1 point if you have more 

troop selections remaining at the end of the game. If 

tied both players will score 1 point. 

Marked for death: A single unit chosen during 

deployment if destroyed is worth 1 point. 

First Blood: Score 1 point for the first unit 

destroyed if done by your forces. 

 

In game Scoring P1: P2: 

P: Deployment zones   

S: Maelstrom   

S: L.O.W. bonus   

T: Hardened troops   

T: Marked for death   

T: First blood   

Total:   

Game score: 

Primary 5 each, max 20 

Secondary, max 11   

Tertiary, max 3  

Transfer final score to score sheet. 



Glass City Grand tournament  

 

Smash and Grab:  Mission 3 
*******Read the entire scenario before starting pre-game******* 

Deployment map 

Deployment: Players roll off, winner chooses either 

deployment map type (hammer and anvil, vanguard, or 

dawn of war), or deployment zone. The other player 

chooses whichever the winner does not. 

 

Follow all pregame rules outlined in the tournament 

packet. There are no modifications on this mission. 

 

Special objective rules: All objectives in this 

mission behave as a relic would and as such can be moved. 

This will allow objectives to violate the 12” deployment 

rule. One unit still must control each objective, not 

multiple. Only one objective can be held by a unit. 

Primary Mission: The ammo stores for your 

enemy have been found. A solid strike now can secure 

victory or be a cause for defeat. 

 

- Objectives:  Objectives 1 through 4 are 

objectives scored if controlled at the end of the game. 

Objectives are worth 5 points if controlled, 3 to each 

player if contested 

 

 

 

 

Secondary Mission: Maelstrom  

Standard style maelstrom: A player will 

draw 1 card on turn 1 and it is able to be scored. 

Starting on turn 2 a player will draw 3 cards per turn 

and will draw no new cards after turn 5. 

Lord of war: For every 3 HP or wounds to a 

gargantuan or super heavy you will gain +1 point 

 

Tertiary missions:  

 

Line breaker: As BRB page 133. Score 1 point. 

Four winds: Have a unit within 6” of all table edges. A 

single unit cannot count for more than one board edge. 

Score 1 point. 

Leave none behind: Score 1 point if there are no 

mobile units still in your deployment zone. 

 

In game Scoring P1: P2: 

P: Objectives (1-4)   

S: Maelstrom   

S: L.O.W. bonus   

T: Line Breaker   

T: Four winds   

T: Leave none behind   

Total:   

Game score: 

Primary, max 20 

Secondary, max 11   

Tertiary, max 3   

Transfer final score to score sheet. 



Glass City Grand tournament  

 

The approaching dusk: Mission 4 
*******Read the entire scenario before starting pre-game******* 

Deployment map 

 

Night fight: Start rolling for night fight at the end of 

turn 3 on a 6, end of 4 on a 5, end of 5 on a 4 and so on. 

Objective placement (#2a): Place one objective in the 

center of the board, and one objective in the center of each 

board corner that is not in a deployment zone (3 total 

objectives). 

Primary Mission: Progressive objectives: These 

objectives are scored at the top of the player turn and can be 

scored from turn 2 till the end of game. The corner objectives 

are worth 2 point each and the center objective is worth 4 

points per turn controlled. 1 and 2 points respectively when 

contested. 

  

Secondary Mission:  

- Kill points: one point awarded for each unit destroyed,  

-Lord of war: For every 3 HP or wounds to a gargantuan or 

super heavy you will gain +1 point 

 

Tertiary missions:  

Hold the field: Control of the center of the table 

(6” radius from center). 

Strength of command: Score one point if your 

Warlord is still alive at the end of the game. 

Hold the line: Have no units of your opponents 

within 12” of your table edge. 

In game Scoring P1: P2: 

P: Progressive   

S: Kill points   

S: L.O.W. bonus   

T: Hold the field   

T: Strength of command   

T: Hold the line   

Total:   

   

   

Game score: 

Primary, max 20 

Secondary, max 11   

Tertiary, max 3   

Transfer final score to score sheet. 



Glass City Grand tournament  

The final conflict: Mission 5 
*******Read the entire scenario before starting pre-game******* 

Deployment map 

 

#2a: Three objectives placed 24” up from the 

board edge at 18”, 36”, and 54” (every 1/3 of 

the board) one objective in each deployment 

zone placed in your deployment zone by your 

opponent. 

Primary Mission: Objectives. 

The center objectives are worth 4 points each at the 

end of the game. Your deployment zone objective is 

worth 2 points and your opponents deployment zone 

objective is worth 6 points end of game. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Secondary mission:  

Progressive objectives: The center 3 

objectives are worth 1 point each at the start 

of the turn starting on turn 2. 

Lord of war: For every 3 HP or wounds to a gargantuan or 

super heavy you will gain +1 point 

 

Tertiary missions:  

First Strike: Destroy a unit in your first turn and 

score 1 point (achievable by both players) 

Slay the warlord: Score 1 point for removing 

your opponent’s warlord. 

Destroy the rank and file: Destroy all of your 

opponent’s troop selections, this is automatically 

awarded if your opponent has no troop choices. 

Score 1 point. 

In game Scoring P1: P2: 

P:  objectives   

S: progressive   

S: L.O.W. bonus   

T: First strike   

T: Slay the warlord   

T:    

Total:   

Game score: 

Primary max 20 

Secondary, max 11   

Tertiary, max 3  

Transfer final score to score sheet. 
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Opponent Tracker 

Round Player Sportsmanship rank 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   
Score each round of your games on a 1-5 scale using each number only 

once. A 5 representing the best game of the weekend you had, and a 1 

representing the worst game you had. Please note that a 1 does not 

mean it was a horrible game, just not the best of the weekend. 

 

Favorite Army 
This does not have to be chosen from your opponents, this is based entirely on your opinion of the armies appearance. 

1st choice  

2nd choice  
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Score Sheet 

 

Table # Player 1 Player 2 

   

 

Player Primary 

objectives 

Secondary 

objectives 

Tertiary 

objectives 
Total 

     

     

Primary objective max points 20   

Secondary objective max points 11 

Tertiary objectives max points 3 

Name Round score +/- Differential Final score 

    

    

 

Your signature  

Opponents signature  

 

 

Differential 
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Score Sheet 

 

Table # Player 1 Player 2 

   

 

Player Primary 

objectives 

Secondary 

objectives 

Tertiary 

objectives 
Total 

     

     

Primary objective max points 20   

Secondary objective max points 11 

Tertiary objectives max points 3 

Name Round score +/- Differential Final score 

    

    

 

Your signature  

Opponents signature  

 

 

Differential 
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objectives 

Secondary 

objectives 

Tertiary 

objectives 
Total 
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Your signature  

Opponents signature  

 

 

Differential 
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Secondary 

objectives 

Tertiary 

objectives 
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Score Sheet 

 

Table # Player 1 Player 2 

   

 

Player Primary 

objectives 

Secondary 

objectives 

Tertiary 

objectives 
Total 

     

     

Primary objective max points 20   

Secondary objective max points 11 

Tertiary objectives max points 3 

Name Round score +/- Differential Final score 

    

    

 

Your signature  

Opponents signature  

 

 

Differential 
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Painting Rubric 

Player_______________   Army________________ 
Initial impressions 

There is at least one model unfinished. If something is unfinished favor this one 0 pts  
The army is fully painted to basic tournament requirements. Three colors 2.5 pts  

The army is fully painted and based. The army is beyond basic tournament requirements 5 pts  

Display board 
There is no display board 0 pts  

The army display board possesses basic army requirements and detail 2.5 pts  
The display board is impressive and exceeds basic detail 5 pts  

Model Bases 
Bare plastic bases 0 pts  

Basic bases, one flock, no paint 2.5 pts  
Detailed bases, multiple flock and paint 5 pts  

Conversions 
No conversions 0 pts  

Minimal conversions 2.5 pts  
Major conversions, complete model conversions 5 pts  

Advanced Skills 
No advanced techniques 0 pts  

Shading, highlights, blending 2.5 pts  
Seamless blending, exceptional highlights, brilliant colors 5 pts  

Exceptional Extras 
No extras 0 pts  

Rough free hand work, some transfers 2.5 pts  
Quality free hand, detail work, transfers, squad markings, and possibly banners 5 pts  

**** Note to judges: Please feel free to score each area between rubric outlines if you feel one score is too low or too 

high. For example, if an army has some shading and blending but feel that it does not meet the highest level on the rubric 

but is above the second line, it is ok to score it in between those guidelines. The remaining 5 points come from the player 

votes 

 

Total:________/ 30___ 
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